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	Iwan Simonis Cloth

For professional players...




... and amateurs alike.





Official supplier
Iwan Simonis billiard cloth is the official supplier of most major championships and tournaments worldwide. No billiard cloth has ever been so unanimously acknowledged !






Full process control
Ours is the only company in the world exclusively dedicated to manufacturing billiard cloths. Therefore it is only natural that all our efforts are directed at improving the game for users, who can enjoy the best in terms of playability and consistency .






A superior value.
Simonis plays better and plays longer, all the while allowing you to play your best. Because it is the most accurate cloth it allows you to play better, and this allows you to more fully enjoy the game.











SIMONIS CLOTH





Sold in over 90 countries, SIMONIS™ cloth is truly the universal choice for cue sports. Having earned its reputation with professional players and amateurs alike, Simonis remains the choice for more tournaments worldwide than any other cloth. You can use its functional superiority to enhance your enjoyment of the game because it allows you to play your best.












Playing on Simonis cloth feels like driving in a Mercedes: reliable, smooth and accurate! And…Simonis is the entire history of billiards…






Dick Jaspers




Simonis manufactures high quality cloths for over decades. In my opinion, it is the best and most consistent cloth.






Therese Klompenhouwer
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Jayson Shaw





Simonis supports the Sport





For several decades Iwan Simonis S.A. of Belgium has sponsored some of the world’s top players in a number of sports and was indeed one of the pioneers in adopting this approach linking player and manufacturer.








Durability and Superior Value





SIMONIS™ cloth delivers the most accurate play.

For generations, Simonis has focused on what makes for the most accurate,

most consistent play and we have woven it into our cloth.

Simonis is considered the best overall value in billiard cloth because of

its durability and unmatched playing characteristics.





Unique features

	
Tough enough for professionals and amateurs alike.
Professional players prefer Simonis for the same reasons that make it great for commercial use or family play – the truest play coupled with strong worsted thread construction and high thread count that resists tearing, scuffing, spills and abuse.





	
Simonis cares about the billiard world, and we care about our entire world.
Green manufacturing is becoming important to consumers in more and more countries around the world. It is a responsibility of leading manufacturers like Simonis to embrace the concept of green manufacturing and to find ways to reduce consumption of energy as well as reduce waste associated with the manufacturing process.





	
Tight weaving
Water (moisture) and dirt cannot get a hold on the dense weave of the Simonis billiard cloths. Thanks to the dense weave, dirt and chalk dust cannot penetrate the fabric and the braided worsted ensures that the fabric is naturally resistant to moisture and dirt. The fabric therefore lasts longer and is also easy to clean.





















Built to Play the Best



SIMONIS™ cloth delivers the most accurate play. For generations, Simonis has focused on what makes for the most accurate, most consistent play and we have woven it into our cloth. Simonis is considered the best overall value in billiard cloth because of its durability and unmatched playing characteristics.





Manufacturing superior quality cloths since 1680, and with more industry firsts than virtually all other billiard cloth manufacturers combined, you can rest assured that Simonis will remain at the forefront of billiard cloth manufacturing and technology, and will continue to provide the truest playing cloth.
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NEWS



World Nineball Tour: Ready for a New Season
February 27, 2024
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SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

…







 













I want to receive updates about your products and your other billiard brands


 Your email (required)

 


 Profile (optional):

PlayerRetailer / WholesalerPool roomFitterSports organisationMedia











We won’t share your information with any other third party. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking the link in the footer of our newsletters. For more information, please refer to our Terms & Privacy








 		

				

					

						OUR GROUP
			www.iwansimonis.com

www.aramith.com

www.strachan.co

www.playnes.com

www.fusiontables.com

 



		
Latest News
			



		
SIMONIS PLAYERS
			Jayson Shaw

Dick Jaspers

Therese Klompenhouwer

Haeng-Jik Kim

Matteo Gualemi
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